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1 Motivation and State of the Art

Maintaining balance during locomotion is one of the most im-
portant tasks for both human beings and humanoids. In gen-
eral, balance performance during walking includes two parts:
trunk posture and gait stability (Fig. 1). We can modulate
trunk posture by exerting torque on hip and shoulder joints.
For example, Maus et al. show that a highly reduced con-
ceptual walking model can achieve and maintain trunk pos-
ture stability by modulating hip torque according to leg force
[1]. From the study on conceptual models we know that foot
placement (attack angle) strategy is critical for achieving gait
stability [2], [3]. Meanwhile, foot placement can be consid-
ered as the result of swing leg movement, which could also
affect trunk posture. Thus, in order to find out the role of legs
and arms in keeping balance during walking, here we investi-
gate how legs and arms react to an unanticipated sudden drop
of ground perturbation.
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Figure 1: Factors which could affect human balance performance
during walking.

2 Our Approach

In the experiment, subjects were asked to walk on an instru-
mented track (2m wide, 6m long). There are three force plates
embedded in the center of the track (Fig. 2). The force plate in
the middle is mounted on a movable platform. The platform
will drop 10cm if the vertical force acting on the movable
platform is over 30N.

3 Current Results

For now, we just have one young healthy subject (male, 24
years old, body mass 74.9kg, body height 1.76m) participated

Figure 2: Stick figure extracted from one experiment trial.

in the experiment. The preliminary results (11 trials, Fig. 3)
show that shoulder torques are quite small compares to hip
torques. Despite at the beginning of the touch down, stance
leg (perturbed leg) hip toque is smaller than the swing leg
(unperturbed leg).

4 Best Possible Outcome

Based on the experiment results, the best possible outcome is
a human-like balance control strategy which combines swing
leg, stance leg and arms control. This could be the key to
improve dynamic walking behavior of current humanoids. In
addition, it could also help us design new prosthesis and ex-
oskeletons which can help human beings deal with perturba-
tions better.
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Figure 3: Joint torque curves during perturbed step. Dash line in-
dicate the standard deviation. Normalized time ’0’ and
’1’ denotes the touch-down and toe-off of perturbed leg.
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